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Thursday 22nd

Morning location
Carlos III University-Puerta de Toledo Campus (2.A.02 Room)

9:30-10:30
Joshua Knobe. Yale
The statistical and the prescriptive

10:30-11:05
Kathryn Francis. Reading
Virtual trolley problems: Vision and haptics in moral decision-making

11:05-11:40
Hugo Viciana. IESA-CSIC
Disagreements on bioethics: the role of moral objectivism and actively open-minded thinking

COFFEE BREAK
12:00-12:35
James Andow. East Anglia
How do philosophers and non-philosophers think about philosophy? And does personality make a difference?

12:35-13:10
Alejandro Rosas. UNAL. Colombia
Is it harmful to eat your deceased dog (or French-kiss your sister)?

13:10-13:45
Kevin Tobia. Yale / ETH Zürich
Testing original public meaning

LUNCH
Afternoon location: La Corrala (Red Room)

15:45-16:20
Cuizhu Wang. Cork
Influence of international business exposure on social norms and moral judgment in Chinese adults

16:20-16:55
Vilius Dranseika. Vilnius
On the ambiguity of ‘the same person’

COFFEE BREAK
17:15-17:50
Antonio Gaitán. Carlos III
Moral hostility? Perceptions of moral objectivity and political polarization.

17:50-18:25
Rory Švarc. Cambridge
Prospects for empirically investigating philosophical disagreement

Friday 23rd

Morning location
Carlos III University-Puerta de Toledo Campus (2.A.02 Room)

9:30-10:30
Cory Clark. Durham
Blame motives and human freedom

10:30-11:05
Luis Miller (IPP-CSIC) & Fernando Aguiar (IFS-CSIC)
Personality and income inequality acceptance

11:05-11:40
Philipp Schönegger (St Andrews / Stirling) & Johannes Wagner (Graz)
Relationships among normative attitudes and behaviour in ethicists: A cross-cultural replication

COFFEE BREAK
17:15-17:50
Pascale Willemsen. RUB Bochum
Lying by falsely implicating

17:50-18:25
Toni Gibea. Bucharest
Varieties of moral judgments in specialized groups

COFFEE BREAK
12:00-12:35
Markus Kneer. Zurich
Norms of assertion. Empirical data

12:35-13:10
Rodrigo Díaz. Bern
Are bodily feelings necessary for emotion? Testing William James’ substraction argument

13:10-13:45
Emilian Mihailov (Bucharest) & Blanca Rodríguez-López (Complutense)
Cognitive bio-enhancement in competitive settings

LUNCH
Afternoon location: La Corrala (Red Room)

15:45-16:20
Neus Zuzama (Illes Balears) & Antoni Gomila (Illes Balears)
Feeling good for being good

16:20-16:55
Ivar Hannikainen. PUC Rio de Janeiro
Moral maturation in cross-cultural perspective